Here’s What’s
Happening at JUBILEE
What a fun and exciting first week of school we had at Jubilee! All of
those sweet, smiling faces were surely an indicator of a GREAT start to
an AWESOME school year! We are so thankful for all of the ways God
has been providing for us all!
Thanks to a successful RISE UP campaign last year, focused on
enriching our STEAM Education, we have some exciting new additions to
our SPECIAL CLASSES programs this year.

SNAPOLOGY STEM program will be coming to Jubilee every Monday
again this year to engage the students in Lego, Robotic, and Engineering
activities!
We are beyond thrilled to announce that KATHY”S MUSIC will be partnering
with Jubilee this year to provide top-notch music education to our students.
Many of our students participated in our MAD SCIENCE after-school program in the
past, and this year, through December, all of our students in K-6 will be engaged in
their hands-on activities that focus on science and engineering practice.
Be sure to look for more details in the weeks to come of the specific activities your
children will be doing in these exceptional classes!!

We are excited to
welcome all of our
new KINDERGARTEN
students to our
Jubilee Family! They
had two great days
of fun and learning!

First Grade had the
opportunity to do a
science experiment and
make slime! We used
teamwork to discuss and
decide what color to make
and practiced taking turns
as we mixed the glue,
baking soda and contact
solution.
In second grade we are getting
the "Scoop" on how God made
each of us so unique and
special! We wrote our interests
and other things about ourselves
on our scoops of ice cream. We
will be putting them together on
our bulletin board to show that
when all of the scoops are
together, it looks so amazing!!

Third Grade met SKINNY the
SKELETON this week. He is
helping us learn all about
the perfect way God has
created our muscles and
bones to work together.
We can already identify
our SKULL, RIBS, FEMUR,
HUMERUS, VERTEBRAE, AND
PHALANGES!

Fourth grade was “ALL
SMILES” this week.
We had a fun week, and
enjoyed beginning our
first unit chapter
book, Ms. Frisby and
the Rats of Nimh.

5th and 6th Grades are in awe of their
incredible brains as they begin their
unit study. The kids drew a quick
picture of one of their favorite
things, and then they had to connect
how the brain was involved. The first
example thrown out, ice cream, threw
them for a loop for a moment, but
they quickly saw the connection. This
led to a great discussion on one of
our essential questions: How does the
design of the Nervous System show
God's desire to do us good? We are
SO thankful for all the ways that God
created our brain to allow us to enjoy
and engage the world! Everything
COULD taste like cardboard, but our
good God allows us to experience such
a plethora of flavors, sights, smells,
and touches.

